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ABSTRACT 
Combining Strategic and Operational Decision  
Making in Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Logistics 
Furkan Kahveci 
Hande Y. Benson, Ph. D. 
 
Recent increase in energy prices, concern regarding CO2 emissions, exploration of new 
energy sources, and some conventional methods of Liquefied Natural Gas transportation 
have a significant impact on LNG trade to make it more competitive in the energy market. 
This results in a lot of investment for LNG value chain. For profitable operations such LNG 
logistics, it is necessary to find the optimal design in terms of the supply chain associated 
with it. Of special interests are finding an optimal schedule for LNG delivery by ships from 
production terminal to regas terminals and satisfying inventory and port constraints by 
minimizing total cost and selecting an optimal combination of contracts and suppliers. This 
can be possible by modelling a combination of the inventory routing problem (LNG-IRP) 
and the model to minimize procurement cost by selection of LNG contracts that varies in 
price formulation, duration, quality etc. These various cost factors in the objective makes 
the combined model more challenging. To find the lowest cost solution for the model, 
optimization-based approaches can be very useful. Therefore, in this paper, we address 
these circumstances by proposing a mixed-integer linear programming model that helps 
the buyers select the best combination of suppliers and contract, and based on selecting 
amount of contract, buyer’s demand (inventory capacity) in each regas terminal is satisfied 
by minimizing stock out, unmet demand, and losts production. 
ix 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 An Overview 
The world`s energy demand has been at a significant growth throughout the past 
century. This swift growth of economy in markets and their role in the global economy 
have induced a great demand for energy worldwide (Selot 2009). Insufficient investment 
in the energy industry was dominant  while the energy prices were low. This led to supply 
growth not being able to keep up with the growth in energy demand, resulting in increasing 
energy prices and bringing about bottlenecks regarding equipment and technology supply. 
Moreover, the rise of using local resources prevent the use of considerably more productive 
resources, having a serious impact on production rate and total recovery in oil and gas 
fields. The rise of energy prices and desire to use local resources, and the effort towards 
reducing carbon emissions has persuaded the world to incline towards finding new energy 
sources (i.e. natural gas) and developing new extraction methods. Even if renewable energy 
sources have an impact on the reliance of fossil fuels, fossil fuels still make up 85% of total 
energy needs of the world and are likely to continue to dominate the energy environment 
for at least few decades (Khalilpour and Karimi 2011).  Thus, in this paper, I mention 
general information considering Natural Gas (NG) and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and 
its supply chain in Section 1. In Section 2 provides literature review and problem 
description is explained in Section 3. Section 4 provides numerical results. 
1.2 Natural Gas (NG) 
Natural gas contributes so much to the energy demand that in 2013 it is the third 
largest energy source in the world (Figure 1).  The reason why it is one of the favorite 
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energy resources is because it has lower a C/H ratio, thus having reduced emissions of 
oxides, it produces relatively lower sulfur, NOx and particulates. Most importantly, the cost 
of processing NG is considerably cheaper than that of other fossil fuels. Thus, these reasons 
contribute to why there is an of NG. NG is especially dominant in three main areas: 
heat/power, residential/commercial and industrial. Based on IEA reference scenario in 
2007, the global NG demand is expected to increase from 2,854 bcm in 2005 to 4,779 bcm 
in 2030 accounting to a rise of by 2.1% annually. (Selot 2009) 
 
Figure 1: World energy consumption by source in 2013 (based on BP Energy 
Review 2014, IER)( https://instituteforenergyresearch.org/analysis/coal-use-rise-globally-
bp-energy-review-2014/) 
Although NG is getting more popular in the global gas trade, transportation to 
demand sites has proven to be a great obstacle. This is due to NG’s gaseous state 
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(Khalilpour and Karimi 2011) and that most NG customer require delivery at large 
distances (Dobrota, Lalić et al. 2013). It limits NG trade to between supply countries and 
their neighbors. Based on distance, transportation of NG takes place by pipelines, in liquid 
form (i.e. liquefied natural gas (LNG)), and rarely by special heat insulated tanks (Dobrota, 
Lalić et al. 2013). For distances is up to 2000 km, transportation NG through pipeline is 
the most effective method. However, after 2000 km, the costs of transportation of gas by 
pipeline are greater than that of transporting gas in liquid form. The LNG market is more 
flexible since the capacity of one exported unit may cover the capacity of several units 
imported (Dobrota, Lalić et al. 2013).  
 
Figure 2: LNG consumption by source in 2016 (based on The World Energy 
Outlook 2016, IEA) 
The increase in the LNG market share began in 1960s, since then its consumption 
has steadily risen along with its production technology from 525 bcm in 2005 to 685 bcm 
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in 2014, and it is expected to increase to 1,1150 bcm in 2040 (Figure 2). Moreover, LNG 
trade will move from its current position as a scattered, local market to a global market 
(Khalilpour and Karimi 2011) (Figure 3). This easily explains that the impact of the rise of 
the LNG market share on increasing number of carriers ordered annually. 116 vessels have 
been built in 2000 and the production of carriers continue increasing having nearly tripled 
to 337 in 2010. Production reached to 371 in 2013 (Khalilpour and Karimi 2011). 
Accordingly, the average size of vessels have also increased from 34 000 m3 to 250 000 
m3 (Khalilpour and Karimi 2011). 
 
Figure 3: Schematic of flows in the current global LNG trade by source in 2015 
(based on BP PLC’s Statistical Review of World Energy 2015, IEA)( 
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https://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/pdf/energy-economics/statistical-review-2015/bp-
statistical-review-of-world-energy-2015-full-report.pdf) 
1.3 Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) and Its Supply Chain 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is a colorless and odorless liquid substance that 
consists of 85-98% of methane (CH4), Ethane (C2H6), Propane (C3H8), hydrocarbons 
(C4+), and nitrogen (N2) (Dobrota, Lalić et al. 2013). The quality of LNG is determined 
based on the composition of gases and it depends on features of the NG source and the 
treatment of the gas at liquefication facilities. NG is generally liquefied at near atmospheric 
pressure (1 atm) and cryogenic temperature (110 K). The liquefication greatly reduces the 
volume of the gas, specifically by 600 times. The reduction in volume makes it easier to 
carry by LNG tankers and store (Selot 2009).  
 
Figure 4: LNG Supply Chain Model (based on PPT, LNG in 2015 
http://www.pttlng.com/en/mr_chain.aspx) 
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The LNG supply chain is essentially made up of production of natural gas, 
processing and liquefication, marine transportation, re-gasification, and delivery for end 
customers (Figure 4). The first step is the extraction of NG from the earth’s surface. Then 
it is transported to a gas field where LNG is purified by removing any harmful components 
such as water, oil, and mud. The natural gas in the gas field is then transported by pipelines 
to a liquefication facility located in large areas along the cost (Dobrota, Lalić et al. 2013). 
The main goal of the liquefication is to make the NG’s combustion characteristic consistent 
by condensing into a liquid at close to atmospheric pressure and cooling gas down to 
approximately -162 ℃. Flowing the liquefication process, the production LNG is stored in 
cryogenic tanks until LNG tankers arrives.  
Upon arriving, LNG is loaded from loading terminal to transport the gas to 
receiving terminal, is also called re-gasification terminal by specially designed double 
hulled LNG tankers. They are made up from special materials and advanced containment 
system for handling cryogenic cargo and they generally have cargo capacity ranging 
between 120,000 m3 and 150,000m3, but some ships can reach 264,000 m3.  According to 
International Maritime Organization (IMO), each tank should be filled to 98% of its total 
volume during voyage since the remaining 2% of storage prevents any entry of the liquid 
into ventilation pipeline (Dobrota, Lalić et al. 2013). Between 98.5% and 99% of LNG 
should be unloaded and the remaining quantity is used to keep the tanks cold during ballast 
voyage of the LNG tankers.   
The last component of the LNG supply chain is the re-gasification terminal. It is 
essentially made up of receiving and unloading liquefied natural gas from LNG tankers. 
16 
 
Upon unloading, the liquefied natural gas is returned to its initial, gaseous state then it is 
distributed into the distribution network.  
To operate such a logistic for LNG while satisfying customers, it is necessary to 
optimize the LNG ship schedules, its inventory levels, and the length of contracts. There 
are two different mathematical models in this paper. First one is special case of Maritime 
Inventory Routing Problems (MIRPs): LNG Inventory Routing Problems (LNG – IRPs) 
and second mathematical model is to minimize procurement cost for LNG Contracts.   
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
As descried earlier, the last few decades have witnessed that the world’s energy 
demand has been increasing worldwide. The rise in energy demand led to supply growth 
not being able to keep up with the growth in energy demand, resulting in increasing energy 
prices and bringing about bottlenecks regarding equipment and technology. This has 
persuaded the world to incline towards finding new energy sources (i.e. natural gas) and 
developing new extraction methods. One of these sources is natural gas (NG) since it has 
lower C/H ratio compare to oil and coal, and the cost of processing NG is considerably 
cheaper than these of other fossil fuels. Although NG is getting more popular in the global 
energy market, transportation to demand sites has proven to be a great obstacle. Therefore, 
to make NG transportation easier, transportation of liquefied natural gas (LNG) has been 
favored instead the pipeline in the market.  
This new alternative NG utilization method has obtained significant attention from 
academic professionals. They have provided a lot of contributions to the area since 1960s. 
One of the them is an ordinary case of Maritime Inventory Routing Problems: LNG-IRPs 
{Christiansen, 2007 #22}{Andersson, 2010 #14}{Christiansen, 2004 #13}. (Gronhaug and 
Christiansen. (2009)) developed discrete-time-arc flow and path-flow for inventory routing 
problem with a time horizon up to 60 days. (Gronhaug et al. (2010)) increased the time 
horizon up to 75 days for branch-and-price method. There was one more discrete-time-arc 
flow problem that focus on regas side {Fodstad, 2008 #17}{Fodstad, 2010 #18}. And arc-
flow model was applied by adding 46 ships and one-year planning horizon to large LNG-
IRPs {Rakke, 2011 #19}. (Halverson-Weare and Fagerholt (2010)) moderated arc-flow 
model by ranging time horizon 30 to 360 days. However, when considering the large LNG-
18 
 
IRPS above, they optimize ship schedules by limiting inventory management at the 
production terminal only. (Goel et al. (2012)) introduced a case of LNG-IRPs with 
inventory management at both regas and production terminal that we used in our model to 
find optimum schedule time. 
Second main contribution is contract selection from buyer’s perspective to make 
LNG supply chain considerably more efficient once optimizing schedule time. It is 
important because securing a buyer plays a key role in the market when especially demand 
is uncertain. Therefore, we used the model developed by (Khalilpour and Karimi. (2011)) 
to select the set of contracts to meet the supplier’s demand (delivery capacity) in each 
period, and based on selecting amount of contract, buyer’s demand (inventory capacity) in 
each regas terminal is satisfied by minimizing stock out, unmet, and loss production. 
Each model is explained in detail in the following section. 
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CHAPTER 3: PROBLEM STATEMENT 
3.1 LNG Inventory Routing Problems (LNG – IRPs) 
LNG – IRPs includes several considerations such as variable production and berth 
constraints at both production and regas terminals in addition to an ordinary Maritime 
Inventory Routing Problem (MIRPs) {Christiansen, 2007 #22} {Christiansen, 2004 
#13}{Andersson, 2010 #14}{Asokan, 2014 #9}. The LNG – IRP in this paper, developed 
by Goel et al. (2012) is used to find an optimal schedule for LNG delivery by ships from 
production terminal to regas terminals along with satisfying inventory and port constraints. 
In this model, all ships are loaded and discharged fully, respectively at the production and 
regas terminals {Asokan, 2014 #9}. Both terminals have a limited number of berths for 
both unloading and loading and have fixed storage capacities, except that regas terminals 
have their own specified regas rate profiles. Demand at regas terminals also is specified 
during the time horizon. If there is lost production due to excess of storage capacity or 
inventory level, or stock out due to excess of unmet demand, they would be fined in the 
objective function. 
3.1.1 Mathematical Model for LNG – IRPs 
3.1.1.1 Set and Parameters 
L  Production terminals, L = {1,2,…,L} 
R  Regas terminals, R = {1,2,…,R} 
J  All terminals, J = L∪R 
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V  Vessels or Ships, v = {1,2,…,V} 
T  Time, T (month) = {1,2,…,T} 
cj  Storage capacity at terminal j ∈ J 
cv,j  Volume loaded by ship v at production (regas) terminal j 
Dr  Demand for LNG over planning horizon at regas terminal 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 
bj  Number of berths at terminal j 
pl,t  Production rate during time period t ∈ T at production terminal l ∈L 
𝑑𝑟,𝑡
𝐿   Minimum regas rate of regas terminal r   
𝑑𝑟,𝑡
𝑈
  Maximum regas rate of regas terminal r 
wj,t  Penalty for lost production at production or stock out at regas terminal j 
𝑤𝑟
𝐷
  Penalty for unmet demand at regas terminal r 
3.1.1.2 Network Variables 
N  Set of all nodes 
N̄  Set of regular nodes N̄ = N\{SRC,SNK} 
𝐴𝑣
𝑇  Set of travel arcs for ship v 
𝐴𝑣
𝐹  Set of arcs from regular nodes to SNK node for ship v 
21 
 
Av  Set of all arc for ship v 
A  Set of arcs. A = Uv Av 
𝛿𝑛
+  Set of outgoing arcs from node n 
𝛿𝑛
−  Set of incoming arcs from node n 
3.1.1.3 Decision Variables  
Ij,t  Inventory level at terminal j at the end of time period t 
dr,t  Regas rate during time period t at regas terminal r 
Ol,t  Lost production at production terminal l during time period t 
Sr,t  Stock out at regas terminal r during time period t 
𝛿𝑟
𝐷  Unmet demand at regas terminal r during planning horizon 
xa  Binary variable for arc a  
3.1.1.4 Mathematical Model  
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑊𝑙,𝑡𝑂𝑙,𝑡(𝑙,𝑡)∈?̅?|𝑙∈𝐿 + ∑ 𝑊𝑟,𝑡𝑆𝑟,𝑡(𝑟,𝑡)∈?̅?|𝑟∈𝑅 + ∑ 𝑊𝑟
𝐷𝛿𝑟
𝐷
𝑟∈𝑅    (1)  
𝑠. 𝑡. 
∑ 𝑥𝑎𝑎∈𝐴𝑣∩𝛿𝑛+ −
∑ 𝑥𝑎𝑎∈𝐴𝑣∩𝛿𝑛− = 0 , ∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 , 𝑛 ∈ ?̅? ,  (2)  
∑ 𝑥𝑎𝑎∈𝐴𝑣∩𝛿𝑆𝑅𝐶+ = 1 , ∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 ,      (3)   
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∑ 𝑥𝑎𝑎∈𝐴𝑣∩𝛿𝑆𝑁𝐾+ = 1 , ∀𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 ,      (4) 
𝐼𝑙,𝑡 = 𝐼𝑙,𝑡−1 +  𝑝𝑙,𝑡 −  ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑣,𝑙𝑥𝑎 − 𝑂𝑙,𝑡 ,   ∀𝑙 ∈ 𝐿,   𝑡 ∈ 𝑇1,𝑎∈(𝐴𝑣𝑇∪𝐴𝑣𝐹)∩𝛿(𝑙,𝑡)
+𝑣  (5) 
𝐼𝑟,𝑡 = 𝐼𝑟,𝑡−1 + 𝑑𝑟,𝑡 +  ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑣,𝑟𝑥𝑎 + 𝑎∈(𝐴𝑣𝑇∪𝐴𝑣𝐹)∩𝛿(𝑟,𝑡)
+𝑣 𝑆𝑟,𝑡 , ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇1, (6) 
∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑎 < 𝑏𝑗 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 , 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇1 ,𝑎∈(𝐴𝑣𝑇∪𝐴𝑣𝐹)∩𝛿𝑛+𝑣 𝑛 = (𝑗, 𝑡) ∈ ?̅? , (7) 
𝛿𝑟
𝐷 ≥ 𝐷𝑟 − ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑐𝑣,𝑟𝑥𝑎 , ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 ,𝑎∈(𝐴𝑣𝑇∪𝐴𝑣𝐹)∩𝛿(𝑙,𝑡)
+𝑣𝑡    (8) 
𝑑𝑟,𝑡
𝐿 ≤ 𝑑𝑟,𝑡 ≤ 𝑑𝑟,𝑡
𝑈 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 , 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇1 ,    (9) 
0 ≤ 𝐼𝑗,𝑡 ≤ 𝑐𝑗 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 , 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 ,     (10) 
𝑥𝑎 ∈ {0,1} , ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 ,        (11) 
𝑂𝑙,𝑡 ≥ 0 , ∀𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 ,        (12) 
𝑆𝑟,𝑡 ≥ 0 , ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 ,        (13) 
𝛿𝑟
𝐷 ≥ 0 , ∀𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 ,        (14) 
The explanations for all equations are provided below in Table 1; 
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Table 1:Explanation of objective function and constraints for LNG-IRPs 
 
 (1) Equation 1 represents the objective function to minimize the total of loss 
of production, stock out, and unmet demands.  
(2) Equation 2 describes the network-flow conservation constraint. 
(3) Equation 3 represent that ships must start at the source nodes. 
(4) Ships must arrive at sink nodes based on Equation 4. 
(5) Equation 5 gives inventory balance at production terminals including lost 
production and reducing storage capacity. 
(6) In similar manner to Equation 5, Equation 6 also represents inventory 
balance, but it is regarding the regas terminal to prevent excess of 
inventory levels. 
(7) Equation 7 is the berth constraints. 
(8) Equation 8 represents the unmet demand constraint at regas terminal. This 
constraint essentially tries to make unmet demand lower. 
(9) This constraint in Equation 9 forces the regas rate to stay between the 
minimum and maximum regas rates. 
(10) In Equation 10, inventory capacities at each terminal must be positive and 
less than storage capacities at each terminal. 
(11) Equation 11 represents binary variable for arc a 
(12) Equation 11,12, and 13 are non-negativity constraint.  
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3.2 Procurement Cost for LNG Customer  
  The second main issue in LNG transportation is the length of the contracts. The 
traditional contracts including delivery-ex-ship (DES) were long-term and constant. They 
enabled buyers to take advantage of security although contracts are more rigid. However, 
LNG’s contract trade has been changing rapidly by increasing number of medium or short-
term contracts. Buyers have shifted from DES to FOB (freight-on-board) due to several 
reasons as follows: 
• Since LNG value chain requires a huge investment and has limited market which 
means that the LNG market is uncertain, and financiers, securing a buyer plays a 
key role in project. In the past, buyers were forced to pay the contract’s amount 
while financiers took the risk of production. However, recently with improvements 
of LNG tankers and implementation of a carbon tax, these all makes LNG market 
considerably more certain. Thus, buyers have tended to make medium or short-term 
contract. 
• LNG market generally is situated in a local market that makes LNG value chain 
uncompetitive and monopolized market. LNG market basically have been 
established in two distinct areas: the Atlantic and Pacific regions for a while. In 
recent years, the Middle East, especially Qatar have participated in the LNG 
market, thereby motivating some small companies. Thus, the LNG market has 
switched from a monopolized market to a global market by reducing the interest of 
long-term contracts. Although it results in declining of the long-term contracts, they 
will still be demanded due to the uncertainty of oil price.  
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The LNG contracts would play a key role in the global LNG trade. Khalilpour 
(2011) said that “the LNG contracts will vary significantly in price formulations, duration, 
flexibility, lead time, quality, capacity, commitments, discounts, and other terms and 
conditions”. To find optimum combination of contracts with the right supplier, these 
factors are key issues in LNG contracts. 
The price formula: The common use of price formula is a linear function of the 
crude oil price. Recently, due to new buyers and suppliers from different parts of world, 
the new price formula has been proposed such as fixed cost, gas index at hub, crude oil, 
and fuel oil {Khalilpour, 2011 #6}. In this study, I use the linear price function (crude oil 
price function) as following below; 
LNG = (a x OIL) + b ($/mmBtu), where LNG and OIL represent the prices of 
LNG and OIL respectively. 
LNG Quality: The Wobbe Index (WI) is used to analyze the quality of fuel by 
comparing explosion energy outputs of different quality fuel gases {Khalilpour, 2011 #5}.  
𝑊𝐼 =
𝐻𝐻𝑉
√𝑆𝐺
 (𝑀𝐽/𝑚3) 
where HHV is the high heating value and SG is the specific gravity. WI value is important 
in contract selection since addition of nitrogen to increase quality of LNG will increase the 
operation cost of some or all LNG value chain. 
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3.2.1 Mathematical Model for Procurement Cost for LNG Customer 
3.2.1.1 Set and Parameters 
C  Number of potential contracts, C = {1,2,…,C} 
T  Number of time periods (year), T = {1,2,…,T} 
Lc  Contract length for each contract 
Dt  Demand in period t 
WIc  Wobbe Index of LNG 
𝑊𝐼𝑡
𝐿  Lower limit of total Wobbe Index of LNG for each period 
𝑊𝐼𝑡
𝑈  Upper limit of total Wobbe Index of LNG for each period 
w  tonnes per cargo if it is FOB contract 
𝑞𝑐𝑡
𝑈   the maximum number of full cargo 
𝑄𝑐
𝑈  Upper limits on tons of LNG per period (106 tonne) 
vc,t  Price per ton of LNG 
Pt  Price of crude oil 
TCc,t  Transportation cost 
Dist  Distance (NM) 
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3.2.1.2 Decision Variables 
ysct =   {
1,                𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑐 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡
0,                                                               𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
},  1 ≤ t ≤ T, 1 ≤ c ≤ C 
zc =      {
1,                                        𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑐 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
0,                                                               𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
},  1 ≤ c ≤ C 
𝑦𝑐𝑡 =    {
1,           𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑐 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 𝑡
0,                                                               𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
},  1 ≤ t ≤ T, 1 ≤ c ≤ C  
𝑧𝑐 = ∑ 𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑡
𝑡
𝑡=1
𝑖𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑐 𝑖𝑠 𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑,               1 ≤  c ≤  C                                          
qct  cargos ordered on contract c period t, integer  
3.2.1.3 Mathematical Model 
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑃𝐶 = ∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑐𝑡𝑤
𝐶
𝑐=1
𝑇
𝑡=1 + 𝑇𝐶𝑐𝑡𝑞𝑐𝑡,     (15) 
s.t. 
𝑞𝑐𝑡 ≤ 𝑞𝑐𝑡
𝑈 𝑦𝑐𝑡 , 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 , 1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶 ,     (16) 
∑ 𝑤𝑞𝑐𝑡
𝑃
𝑝=1 ≤ 𝑄𝑐
𝑈𝑦𝑐𝑡 , 1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶 ,      (17) 
∑ 𝑤𝑞𝑐𝑡
𝐶
𝑐=1 ≥ 𝐷𝑡 , 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 ,      (18) 
𝑊𝐼𝑡
𝐿 ∑ 𝑞𝑐𝑡
𝐶
𝑐=1 ≤ ∑ 𝑊𝐼𝑐𝑞𝑐𝑡
𝐶
𝑐=1 ≤ 𝑊𝐼𝑡
𝑈 ∑ 𝑞𝑐𝑡
𝐶
𝑐=1 ,    (19) 
∑ 𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑡
𝑇
𝑡=1 ≤ 1 ,         (20) 
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The explanation for all equations are provided below in Table 2; 
(15) Equation 15 represents minimizing the total procurement cost. It consists of 
LNG cost and transportation cost. We have used FOB contracts only in our 
model, so we need to compute the transportation cost.   
(16) Equation 16 explains the limitation of LNG cargos. LNG cargos cannot 
exceed the upper bound. If the contract is inactive in period t that means 𝑦𝑐𝑡 =
0, and we do not need any LNG cargo. 
(17) In a similar manner to Equation 16, LNG cargos’ capacity cannot exceed the 
upper bound in Equation 17. 
(18) Equation 18 represents the requirement to satisfy the company’s needs 
through period t. 
(19) In addition to quantity needs, quality needs also should be fulfilled. Thus, 
Equation 19 externalizes that there are lower and upper bound for quality of 
fuels based on Wobbe Index (WI). 
(20) Equation 20 represents that a contract can begin only if contract is selected 
and activated. 
Table 2:Explanation of objective function and constraints for model of procurement cost  
3.3 Combined Model  
LNG Inventory, which is also known as LNG Value Chain by itself requires huge 
investment and LNG reserves generally gather in the local market, which means that it 
makes the LNG market monopolistic. Given the both issues, securing both suppliers 
(production, storage, shipment) and buyers (shipment, storage, regasification) plays a 
critical role in LNG Value Chain {Khalilpour, 2011 #6}. LNG-IRP is not enough to satisfy 
to minimize both investment and production risk. It is important to add contracts to LNG-
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IRPs to fulfill the buyer’s demand in each period. We address these circumstances by 
proposing a mixed integer linear programming model for combining LNG inventory 
routing problems (LNG-IRPs) and the model that helps the selection of the best 
combination of suppliers and contracts. The combined model basically aims to select the 
set of contracts to meet the supplier’s demand (delivery capacity) in each period, and based 
on selecting the amount of contract, buyer’s demand (inventory capacity) in each regas 
terminal is satisfied by minimizing stock out, unmet demand, and lost production.  
In combined model, we have some assumptions: 
• Each contract must be selected. 
• Only FOB contracts are used. 
• A contract can be used only once during the time horizon. 
• Contracts can be started at any time during the horizon. 
3.3.1 Mathematical Model for Combined Model 
The parameters, sets, and decision variables mostly are the same as models in 
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.1.1. Objective function for combined model is illustrated in Equation 
21, and constraints for model consist of Equations 1 to 14 from Section 3.1.1.4 and 
Equations 22 to 28 from Section 3.3.1.3. The differences that help to combine the two 
models are given below: 
3.3.1.1 Set and Parameters 
T1  Number of time periods for LNG Inventory Routing Problem (month), T = 
{1,2,…,T1}  
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T2  Number of time periods for Procurement Cost for LNG Customer (year),T= 
{1,2,…,T2}  
Det2  Demand in period t2 
mj  Storage capacity at terminal j ∈ J 
we  tones per cargo in FOB contract 
vec,t  Price per ton of LNG 
3.3.1.2 Decision Variables  
Dr  Demand for LNG over planning horizon at regas terminal 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 
3.3.1.3 Mathematical Model 
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ 𝑊𝑙,𝑡𝑂𝑙,𝑡(𝑙,𝑡)∈?̅?|𝑙∈𝐿 + ∑ 𝑊𝑟,𝑡𝑆𝑟,𝑡(𝑟,𝑡)∈?̅?|𝑟∈𝑅 + ∑ 𝑊𝑟
𝐷𝛿𝑟
𝐷
𝑟∈𝑅  +
∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡2𝑤𝑒
𝐶
𝑐=1
𝑇2
𝑡=1 + 𝑇𝐶𝑐𝑡2𝑞𝑐𝑡2       (21) 
𝑠. 𝑡. 
𝑞𝑐𝑡2 ≤ 𝑞𝑐𝑡2
𝑈 𝑦𝑐𝑡2 , 1 ≤ 𝑡2 ≤ 𝑇2 , 1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶 ,    (22) 
∑ 𝑤𝑞𝑐𝑡2
𝑃
𝑝=1 ≤ 𝑄𝑐
𝑈𝑦𝑐𝑡2 , 1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶 ,     (23) 
∑ 𝑤𝑞𝑐𝑡2
𝐶
𝑐=1 ≥ 𝐷𝑡2 , 1 ≤ 𝑡2 ≤ 𝑇2 ,      (24) 
𝑊𝐼𝑡
𝐿 ∑ 𝑞𝑐𝑡2
𝐶
𝑐=1 ≤ ∑ 𝑊𝐼𝑐𝑞𝑐𝑡2
𝐶
𝑐=1 ≤ 𝑊𝐼𝑡
𝑈 ∑ 𝑞𝑐𝑡2
𝐶
𝑐=1 ,    (25) 
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∑ 𝑦𝑠𝑐𝑡2
𝑇
𝑡=1 ≤ 1 ,         (26) 
∑ 𝐷𝑟𝑡𝑟 => 𝐷𝑒𝑡2, 1 ≤ 𝑡2 ≤ 𝑇2, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇1,      (27) 
𝑧𝑐 = 1, 1 ≤ 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶          (28) 
The explanations for all equations are provided below in Table 3; 
 (21) Equation 21 represents the combined model’s objective function to minimize 
the total lost production, stock out, unmet demand, and procurement cost. 
(22) Equation 22 explains the limitation of LNG cargos. LNG cargos cannot exceed 
the upper bound. If the contract is inactive in period t that means 𝑦𝑐𝑡 = 0, we 
do not need any LNG cargo. 
(23) In a similar manner to Equation 22, Equation 23 explains that LNG cargos’ 
capacity cannot exceed the upper bound. 
(24) Equation 24 represents the requirement to satisfy the company’ needs through 
period t. 
(25) In addition to quantity needs, quality needs also should be fulfilled. Thus, 
Equation 25 externalizes that there are lower and upper bounds for quality of 
fuels based on Wobbe Index (WI). 
(26) Equation 26 represents that a contract can begin only if contract is selected and 
activated. 
(27) Equation 27 describes that total of monthly demand in regas terminals must be 
satisfied by the contract’s demand per year. 
(28) Equation 28 represents that every contract must be selected 
Table 3:Explanation of objective function and constraints for combined model 
CHAPTER 4: NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The optimization model based on the proposed model is written by using AMPL. We 
solve the model via NEOS Server Version 5.0, using the solver CPLEX 12.7.0.0. The 
model has 1029 variables consisting of 461 binary, 400 integer, and 168 linear variables, 
1834 constraints consisting of 671 equality and 1163 inequality constraints, and 1 linear 
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objective. CPLEX takes 804 MIP simplex iterations and less than 30 CPU seconds to solve 
problem to optimality.   
 
Figure 5: Optimal Contracts and Timings 
We have tried our best to reflect the usefulness of our methodology with generated 
data (APPENDIX B: DATA SCRIPT) based on industry information and [2], and rescaled 
the objective function by dividing it by 108 to guard against numerical problems by the 
solver.  The minimum cost is $ 1,163,837.789 million. Table 4 lists ship cargos (𝑞𝑐𝑡2) and 
purchase amounts (𝑞𝑐𝑡2𝑤𝑐𝑡2), and Figure 5 illustrates the timings of the selected contracts. 
C1 is the largest contract, with 1500 ship cargos and 94.5 MT of LNG. A relatively high 
price seems to favor for this contract with low distance. On the other hand, C16 is the 
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smallest contract, with 5 ship cargos and 0.315 MT of LNG. In this case, although distance 
is long, it seems that the lower price is favored for this contract. 
Contracts Periods (Start-End) 
Total ships 
Cargos Total Purchase (1000 tons)  
C1 11-25 1500 94500 
C2 1-5 468 29484 
C3 8-10 300 18900 
C4 1-2 59 3717 
C5 11-25 1425 89775 
C6 6-10 331 20853 
C7 23-25 258 16254 
C8 2-3 95 5985 
C9 3-17 548 34524 
C10 18-22 235 14805 
C11 20-22 56 3528 
C12 4-5 24 1512 
C13 5-19 51 3213 
C14 3-7 36 2268 
C15 5-7 44 2772 
C16 3-4 5 315 
Table 4: Optimal Purchase Plan 
 The network arcs with LNG flows are: (0,0), (0,3), (0,4), (3,7), (4,4), (4,7), and 
(7,7).  
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APPENDIX A: MODEL SCRIPT 
param V; 
param T1; 
param T2; 
param R; 
param L;           
param A; 
param N; 
param J; 
param C;  
 
set Vessels := 1..V; 
set Time := 1..T1; 
set Time2 := 1..T2; 
set Regas := 1..R; 
set Product := R+1..R+L; 
set Terminal := Regas union Product; 
set Nodes := 0..N+1; 
 
param SRC := 0;          
param SNK := N+1;          
     
set RegNodes := Nodes diff {SRC,SNK};  
set Arcs within {Nodes,Nodes} := Nodes cross Nodes; 
 
param m{j in Terminal}; 
param cv{v in Vessels, j in Terminal};param b{j in Terminal}; 
param p{l in Product, t in Time}; 
param w{j in Terminal, t in Time}; 
param wd{r in Regas}; 
param dl{r in Regas, t in Time}; 
param du{r in Regas, t in Time}; 
        
set At{v in Vessels} := Arcs; 
set Af{v in Vessels} := {(i,j) in Arcs: i in RegNodes && j == SNK}; 
set Aa{v in Vessels} := Arcs; 
set Deltaplus{n in Nodes} = { (i,j) in Arcs: i == n}; 
set Deltaminus{n in Nodes} = { (i,j) in Arcs: j == n}; 
 
var D{r in Regas, t in Time}; 
var I{j in Terminal, t in Time} >= 0; 
var d{r in Regas, t in Time}; 
var O{l in Product, t in Time} >= 0; 
var S{r in Regas, t in Time} >= 0; 
var Sd{r in Regas} >= 0; var x{(i,j) in Arcs} binary; 
 
param we; 
param qu; 
param CL{1..C}; 
param QU{1..C}; 
param WI{1..C};  
param int{1..C};\ 
param slope{1..C}; 
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param WIL{1..T2}; 
param WIU{1..T2};param P_crude{1..T2};  
param ve{c in 1..C, t2 in Time2} := int[c] + slope[c]*P_crude[t2]; 
param dist{1..C}; 
param TC{c in 1..C, t2 in Time2} = dist[c]; 
param De{t2 in Time2};          
 
var ys{c in 1..C, t2 in Time2} binary; 
var z{c in 1..C} = sum {t2 in Time2} ys[c,t2]; 
var y{c in 1..C, t2 in Time2} = sum {t2t2 in max(1,t2-CL[c]+1)..t2} 
ys[c,t2t2];    
var q{c in 1..C, t2 in Time2} >= 0 integer;      
       
     
minimize Total_Demand: 
 (sum {l in Product, t in Time} w[l,t]*O[l,t] + sum{ r in Regas, t in 
Time} w[r,t] * S[r,t] + sum{r in Regas, t in Time} wd[r]*Sd[r] + sum {c in 
1..C, t2 in Time2} (ve[c,t2]*we + TC[c,t2])*q[c,t2])/1e8; 
 
subject to c2{v in Vessels, n in RegNodes, t2 in Time2}: 
 sum{(i,j) in Aa[v] inter Deltaplus[n]} x[i,j] - sum{(i,j) in Aa[v] inter 
Deltaminus[n]} x[i,j] = 0; 
 
subject to c3{v in Vessels,t2 in Time2}: 
 sum {(i,j) in Aa[v] inter Deltaplus[SRC]} x[i,j] = 1; 
 
subject to c4{v in Vessels,t2 in Time2}: 
 sum {(i,j) in Aa[v] inter Deltaminus[SNK]} x[i,j] = 1; 
 
subject to c5{l in Product, t in Time: t>1}: 
 I[l,t] = I[l,t-1] + p[l,t] - sum{v in Vessels, (i,j) in (At[v] union 
Af[v]) inter Deltaplus[l]} cv[v,l]*x[i,j] - O[l,t]; 
 
subject to c6{r in Regas, t in Time: t>1}: 
 I[r,t] = I[r,t-1] - d[r,t] - sum{v in Vessels, (i,j) in (At[v] union 
Af[v]) inter Deltaplus[r]} cv[v,r]*x[i,j] + S[r,t]; 
 
subject to c7{j in Terminal, t in Time, n in RegNodes,t2 in Time2}: 
 sum{v in Vessels, (i,j) in ((At[v] union Af[v]) inter Deltaplus[n])} 
x[i,j] <= b[j]; 
 
subject to c8{r in Regas, t in Time: t>1}: 
 Sd[r] >= D[r,t] - sum{v in Vessels, (i,j) in (At[v] union Af[v]) inter 
Deltaplus[r]} cv[v,r]*x[i,j]; 
 
subject to c9{r in Regas, t in Time,t2 in Time2}: 
 dl[r,t] <= d[r,t] <= du[r,t]; 
 
subject to c10{j in Terminal, t in Time,t2 in Time2}: 
 0 <= I[j,t] <= m[j]; 
 
subject to CargoLimitNumber{c in 1..C, t2 in Time2}: 
 q[c,t2] <= qu*y[c,t2]; 
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subject to CargoLimitTonnes{c in 1..C, t2 in Time2}: 
 we*q[c,t2] <= QU[c]*y[c,t2]; 
 
subject to DemandMet{t2 in Time2}: 
 sum {c in 1..C} we*q[c,t2] >= De[t2]; 
 
subject to QualityL{ t2 in Time2}: 
 sum {c in 1..C} q[c,t2]*WIL[t2] <= sum {c in 1..C} WI[c]*q[c,t2]; 
 
subject to QualityU{t2 in Time2}: 
 sum {c in 1..C} WI[c]*q[c,t2] <= WIU[t2]*sum {c in 1..C} q[c,t2]; 
 
subject to usual{c in 1..C}: 
 sum {t2 in Time2} ys[c,t2] <= 1; 
  
subject to regas {t in Time, t2 in Time2}: 
 sum {r in Regas} D[r,t] >= De[t2];  
 
subject to contract {c in 1..C} : 
 z[c]=1; 
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APPENDIX B: DATA SCRIPT 
param V := 3; 
param T1 := 12; 
param T2 := 25; 
param R := 2; 
param L := 3; 
param A := 7; 
param N := 6; 
param J := 5; 
param C := 16;   
param we := 0.063;    
param qu := 100;   
 
 
param: 
 dist CL  QU  WI  int  slope := 
            
 
1 4500 15  8  52  0.5  0.1345  
2 2600 5  8  54  0.5  0.1385  
3 6800 3  8  53  0.5  0.1425  
4 1900 1  8  51  0.5  0.1485  
5 8100 15  6  54  1.45  0.1125  
6 7300 5  6  53  1.7  0.1005  
7 3200 3  6  51  0.6  0.1305  
8 6600 1  6  52  0.4  0.1415  
9 1900 15  3  51  0.3  0.1405  
10 1900 5  3  51  0.2  0.1305  
11 2600 3  3  54  0.5  0.1405  
12 4500 1  3  53  0.42  0.147  
13 6800 15  1  53  1.2  0.1105  
14 4500 5  1  52  0.55  0.1205  
15 8100 3  1  52  1.52  0.1215  
16 7300 1  1  54  0.1  0.1465 
; 
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param: 
 P_crude   WIL  WIU  De:= 
 
 
1 70    51  532  10 
2 72.1    51  533  10.25  
3 74.263    51  534  10.50625 
4 76.49089   51  535  10.76890625 
5 78.7856167   51  536  11.03812891 
6 81.1491852   51  537  11.31408213 
7 83.58366076   51  538  11.59693418 
8 86.09117058   51  539  11.88685754 
9 88.6739057   51  5310  12.18402898 
10 91.33412287   51  5311  12.4886297 
11 94.07414655   51  5312  12.80084544 
12 96.89637095   51  5313  13.12086658 
13 99.80326208   51  5314  13.44888824 
14 102.7973599   51  5315  13.78511045 
15 105.8812807   51  5316  14.12973821 
16 109.0577192   51  5317  14.48298166 
17 112.3294507   51  5318  14.84505621 
18 115.6993343   51  5319  15.21618261 
19 119.1703143   51  5320  15.59658718 
20 122.7454237   51  5321  15.98650186 
21 126.4277864   51  5322  16.3861644 
22 130.22062   51  5323  16.79581851 
23 134.1272386   51  5324  17.21571398 
24 138.1510558   51  5325  17.64610683 
25 142.2955875   51  5326  18.0872595 
; 
 
 
param m :=         
1 538000 
2 935420 
3 838820 
4 647210 
5 700300 
;   
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param cv :=        
1 1 3450000 
2 1 3680900 
3 1 3642500 
1 2 3680000  
2 2 3642500 
3 2 3987600 
1 3 6011000 
2 3 6000000 
3 3 5015000 
1 4 4300000 
2 4 3689200 
3 4 3452800 
1 5 7689400 
2 5 5692300 
3 5 4321500 
; 
            
        
param b  :=         
1 3 
2 5 
3 4 
4 6 
5 7 
;         
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param p  :=        
3 1 60000000 
4 1 50000000 
5 1 45000000 
3 2 30000000 
4 2 35000000 
5 2  43000000 
3 3  21000000 
4 3  46000000 
5 3  67000000 
3 4  42000000 
4 4  50000000 
5 4  34000000 
3 5 23000000 
4 5 32000000 
5 5 67000000 
3 6 76000000 
4 6 87000000 
5 6 85000000 
3 7 89000000 
4 7 55000000 
5 7 94000000 
3 8 24000000 
4 8 78000000 
5 8 90000000 
3 9 39000000 
4 9 38000000 
5 9 34500000 
3 10 29000000 
4 10 49000000 
5 10 12000000 
3 11 21000000 
4 11 30000000 
5 11 75000000 
3 12 98000000 
4 12 65000000 
5 12 79000000 
; 
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param w  :=       
1 1 15000 
2 1  12500 
3 1  13000 
4 1  13250 
5 1  11500 
1 2  10000 
2 2  12340 
3 2  12560 
4 2  13560 
5 2  23450 
1 3  56340 
2 3  78940 
3 3  21340 
4 3  34260 
5 3  45320 
1 4  37860 
2 4  35900 
3 4  20000 
4 4  25000 
5 4  35000 
1 5 28000 
2 5 27000 
3 5 12000 
4 5 34000 
5 5 56000 
1 6 55000 
2 6 43000 
3 6 34000 
4 6 32000 
5 6 89000 
1 7 67000 
2 7 78000 
3 7 90000 
4 7 24000 
5 7 25000 
1 8 53000 
2 8 50000 
3 8 51000 
4 8 15000 
5 8 89000 
1 9 99000 
2 9 45000 
3 9 33000 
4 9 44000 
5 9 56000 
1 10 78000 
2 10 89000 
3 10 98000 
4 10 36000 
5 10 37000 
1 11 38000 
2 11 39000 
3 11 41000 
4 11 43000 
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5 11 44000 
1 12 75000 
2 12 59000 
3 12 19000 
4 12 20000 
5 12 32000 
; 
 
param wd  :=       
1 8000 
2 10000 
;     
 
param dl :=        
1 1 2e7 
2 1 5e7 
1 2 3e7 
2 2 4e7 
1 3  6e7 
2 3  8e7 
1 4  5e7 
2 4  3e7 
1 5 9e7 
2 5 6e7 
1 6 3e7 
2 6 1e7 
1 7 5e7 
2 7 8e7 
1 8 3e7 
2 8 5e7 
1 9 2e7 
2 9 8e7 
1 10 9e7 
2 10 7e7 
1 11 2e7 
2 11 8e7 
1 12 4e7 
2 12 2e7 
; 
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param du :=        
1 1  1e15 
2 1  2e15 
1 2  4e15 
2 2  7e15 
1 3  5e15 
2 3  7e15 
1 4  6e15 
2 4  3e15 
1 5 4e15 
2 5 8e15 
1 6 9e15 
2 6 2e15 
1 7 3e15 
2 7 6e15 
1 8 8e15 
2 8 4e15 
1 9 7e15 
2 9 6e15 
1 10 2e15 
2 10 1e15 
1 11 7e15 
2 11 6e15 
1 12 9e15 
2 12 6e15 
;  
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APPENDIX C: COMMAND SCRIPT 
solve; 
display q, ys, z, y, O, S, Sd, x, D; 
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